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miscellaneous collection - weill cornell history of psychiatry - the miscellaneous collection has been
added to over the years through donations and purchases. ... a.a. typed letter signed to dr. mortimer raynor
1932 1000.342 brodie, benjamin c. letters 1856 ... herbert. two letters 1866, n.d. 1000.462 sachs, bernard.
signature and book cover 1884, n.d. ras - history - rittenhouse astronomical society - who typed the
entire history. our thanks also to mr. newman s. shirk and miss marian ... signed and sealed in the presence of
t. f. boardman ) edmund e. read, jr. (l.s.) ... fortunately the general sentiment to continue the meetings
prevailed. otherwise, the camden astronomical society would possibly america's laziest man - mises
institute - america's laziest man victor riesel 699 ... better, a stamped, self-addressed envelope is enclosed.
manuscripts must be typed double-spaced. articles signed with a name, pseudonym, or initials do not
necessarily represent the opinion of the editors, either as to substance or style. ... pasadena, cal. herbert
spencer dec2002part2 - scottwinslow - bond signed “millard fillmore” as the new york state comptroller.
the one thou- ... a typed letter signed “franklin d roosevelt” on his “state of new york executive cham-ber”
letterhead. governor roosevelt wrote a lengthy letter to the maine gover- ... senate officially announcing fdr’s
landslide victory over herbert hoover. this bl10 add mss 45798-45807 907 pages - university of guelph both lady herbert privately, and i as a member of the local committee, have long since enforced the doctrine
that if the home for ... of sentiment, integrity of hearty, simplicity , courage and superiority to ... typed copy of
a signed letter, ff5-6 f5 {archivist: original owned by colonel heathcote} [16:600-01] copy hampstead n.w.
rebecca spring papers, - pdf.oaclib - rebecca's grandson, herbert peet heron, inherited the papers which
remained in storage until march, 1990. purchased, june, 1990. preferred citation: [identification of item]
rebecca spring papers, m0541, dept. of special collections, stanford university libraries, stanford, calif.
biographical note james r. howard and the farm bureau - university of iowa - adornment and without
sentiment, letting the record speak for itself. ... small book, typed but not published, entitled 'the early days,"
an in-valuable source for much of the present book. this booklet has long ... of the true herbert hoover (not the
caricature of h. r. gross's farmers union days) than that of henry a. wallace. being the sort of
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